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Where Have Our Great Compose rs
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries g
music that is utterly sublime. What by way of com
from the twentieth century? Nothing! Absolutel y no that is, that can compare with the great, glorious,
inspired and brilliant music of Vivaldi, Handel, Bach, Hay
Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelsohn, Schumann, Chopin, Ve
Franck, Brahms, Tchaikovsky and Dvorak. In the prese
exalted company, the production from the twentiet h cen
wanting. It would seem that great music because of its
has reached the point of diminishing returns. How is i
come to such a pass?
The three components of music are
, melody an d
harmony.
Rhythm is always present in the m c of primitive
societies and in some instances has been developed by such societies
to a high degree. Melody was brought to a sophisticated point in the
music of ancient Greece, and also in some of that of India, China and
Japan. Harmony, on the other hand, is the property of Wes tern
Europe alone and, amazing as it may seem , was unknown before 1000
A.D. or thereabouts.
European music had its beginning in the Roman Catholic
Church.
The Gregorian chant or plainson& of t~e ~hurch was
gradually modified around the end of the flrst mlllenLUm by the
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imposi tion of one voice upon another, thus creating harmonic effects.
The early crude harmonies were gradually refined, and the mass in
the church services was supplimented outside the church by the
oratorio and the opera as additio nal musical forms.
Claudio
Monteverdi was the first to make use of our system of major and
minor scales. In time musical instruments were used to accompany
the human voice and later to accompany each other without the
human voice. This in time gave rise to the string quartet, the
concerto, the symphony and other orchestral forms.
All of this led into what is known as the Baroque Period of
music after the architecture of that era, the age of Bach, Handel and
Vivaldi, the age of counterpoint, the age which came to an end in
approximately 1750 to be followed by the Classical Period. The
Classical Period, the age of Mozart and Haydn, covered the years
between approximately 1750 and 1800, during which period composers
were concerned primarily with form, logic and structure, and rigid
rules both as regards melody and harmony applied to all music that
was composed at this time. The Classical Period was followed by the
Romantic Period, the age of Beethoven, Schubert and Mendelsohn,
and the Post Romantic Period, the age of Brahms, Wagner and
Tchaikovsky, all of which covered roughly the time between 1800 and
1875.
The composers of these periods displayed even greater
freedom of expression and emotion.
The period of roughly 1875 to 1925 I like to refer to as the
Period of Experimentation. By this time the romanticists were more
or less played out, although their established tradi t10n continued to
survive even down to the present time, the later ones being referred
to as Neoclassicists.
Among these were Gustave Mahler, Jean
Sibelius, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Sergei Prokofiev, Edward Elgar, Ralph
(pronounced Raif for some reason unknown to me) Vaughan Williams
and the American Neoclassicists, Roy Harris and Howard Hanson,
each of whom had his moment of greatness but on the whole fe ll
short of the achievement of their predecessors. It was felt by many
that a new medium should be found, and dur ing the Period of
Experimentation attempts were made to find such a medium.
One such attempt was the use of dissonance or discords to
a greater extent. This was not necessarily new, since throughout the
centuries harmonies had been becoming more and more dissonant to
the constant horror of those who listened. When in a church service
around the year 1000 A.D. some members of the choir sang one-half
octave higher or lower than the others at the same time instead of
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one full octave, as was customary,
must have been devastating, since
heard before. Yet in time this sim - .I:i:::t:;.:.:c~
commonplace, and more complex harm
and later sevenths and even ninths
dissonances to an extreme that was ques ....".....,c..::·
Richard Strauss who carried the use of diSSiO~ri
extreme with no attempt at resolution
his listeners. Today dissonance is the heart
classical music, but such does not necessaril
The Impressionist School of m Impressionist School of painting, represented a:::.o:::!Iet
a new medium for musical expression. All is
imagination of the listener. This is achiev
different scale and different harmonies.
harmony were abandoned altogether, each c
so to speak, and bearing no relation either
what came after. The whole tone scale co ~~-;; r';'was used, replacing the seven-tone major and
been used before. Claude Debussy was the fafollowed shortly by Maurice Ravel, Freder·
Some feel tha t Debussy should be ranked a m
but it seems to me that while his music
distinctive quaIl ty, it lacks the greatness of pre -

;:r.-:.---

Another attempt at finding a ne
expression was that of the A tonali5ts, who a.!)a-xlOt'le<:
major-minor concept which had prevailed
of Monteverdi and substituted in its place chromatic scale composed entirely of half tones.
idea of key no longer applied, so that a piece
on the same note. The system that evolve
new rules that in a way were more co mp e _ ·
restricted the Classicists. This syste m
de ..e..:'Oilea
Schoenberg and was carried forward by
Anton Webern. I find it difficult to adjus
composer
find no beauty in it at all. While so me la
atonality to a moderate extent, no subsequent composec of any
account has adopted this system wholeheartedly. This fact suggests
to me that perhaps Schoenberg was barking up the wrong tree. While
his music may inspire some, I find it cold and unexciting.
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Another concept which was used during the Experimental
Period was polytonality, the playing of a piece i.n t~o ~r more ke ys
simultaneously. The primary ones to espouse thl.S pnnclple were the
French composer, Darius Milhaud, the HungarIan composer, Bela
Bartok, and the American composer, Charles Ives. If properly used,
polytonality can be most effective, but its use can also be dangerous.
Those of you who may have heard the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra's performance of the Ives Fourth Symphony two years ago
when portions of the orchestra were spread througho.u: t he
a uditorium to compe te with each other can form your own opmlOn as
to what poly tonality is all about.
We should not leave the Experimental Period withou t
mentioning the one who is perhaps the giant of them all, Igor
Stravinsky. His music is sprinkled with many of the dissonances of
the impressionists, while he made use from time to time of both
atonality and polytonality, and then his later music took on the
attributes of neoclassicism. It seems that his main concern was to
break with the Romanticists in any and every way he could. Of his
Rite of Spring, in which he employed a different beat in each
succeeding measure, he said the music should confuse no one except
the conductor.
Fifty years ago the composers of the Experimental Period
were not generally accepted by the average concert goer, and e ven
today they are avoided by some.
While today the music of
Stravinsky, Strauss, Schoenberg, Bartok and Debussy is often played,
and some even go so far as to rank them among the truly great, there
are others, and quite a few of them indeed, who still have
reservations. I would venture the observation that Stravinsky does
not enjoy the acceptance from today's concert goers that Beethoven
did fro~ the concert goers of one hundred years ago, a proper
companson.
And now what of the composers today? Who are they and
what contribution are they making? During the past ten years the
programs of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra have included the
works of some forty-eight persons who were born after 1900, so that
it would appear that contemporary composers are not being
neglec ted. Of the forty-eight, twelve warrant our special attention
because their works have adorned more than one concert. While
these. may not include all of the top current composers, they serve as
a fair example. Let us briefly give these twelve some further
attention.
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One of these, the Russian,
the outstanding twentieth century co mnno""",",~
pa ttem, his sym phonies, particularly
merit, but they nevertheless are a
countryman of the previous century, Pe
Another, the British com po
received considerable attention, his
entirely to the human voice in the fo r
songs. His War Requiem has considerable
in a class with the great requiems of Mozar
The Appalachian Spring of the A"'-'W'i.~",
Copland, is a delightful number and probab
work, however, tends toward the popular f
common with George Gerschwin.

r , Aaron
ch of his
- much in

Another prominent composer of
- cen tury is
Gian-Carlo Menotti. While he is famous f
r.o-.--=:"c.
hich, in
fact, are on the lighter side, what all the cr'r-i-t-"'entators
seem to have overlooked completely, to my a:I~~~=;
he fact
that he composed a piano concerto which,
it thin
when compared to the great concertos of Bee_
'TI S, is
nonetheless a splendid work and in my 0 - fin est
productions of the twentieth century.
Four more of those favored by Barber, Aram Khachaturian, William Schum an
have more or less held to the classical tra m
of dissonance and the various other devices Their use of melody is somewhat exotic.
exciting and emotional. Walton's Belshazza
is especially so.
The true spid t of the twentieth
represented by the final four of the orches tra
are Elliott Carter, George Crumb, Gy
Lutoslawski. These may give us a better i
music may be. Quality of sound seems t o
overriding melody, harmony and rhythm.
obtained are fascinating and even prof
freely.
Melody is almost nonexiste nt.
concealed and never sustained for a pc
hardly walk out of one of their concer ts ~::::;:::ml1:g
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number that has just been played. There is no sustained action. T e
composition move s ahead in fits and starts with great changes o!"
pace. At times the music is so soft that one wonders whether t he
orchestra is playing at ail, while at others it fairly blasts one out of
the concert hall. It is only after repeated, concentrated listening
that one can derive any understanding of what these composers are
getting at. On the other hand, their works do not bear freque n
repeti tion.
In a paper read before this Club on October 5, 198 1,
entitled Notes, Sam Pogue made the following observation:
Our age surely has no fewer great creators in
music than any other, but the language has
been so enlarged in the last fifty years that we
must get over the hurdle of syntax before we
c an get to the core of expression and
recognize what the composer had brought us.
I find it difficult to "get over the hurdle of syntax" and to "get to the
core" of contemporary music, and, if I do, I question whether it has
been worth the effort. It seems to me that music especially should
be for enjoy ment and relaxa tion rather than for concentrated
analysis. Contemporary music is so full of all aspects of musical
expression tha t one cannot see the forest for the trees, or, to brin g
this adage within the proper medium, one cannot hear the music fo r
the notes.
And so, where have the great composers gone? Where
have they gone? It might appear that they have gone to Hollywood
or, worse yet, to Nashville. While the so-called classical music of
the twentieth century may show signs of decline, this century has
produced popular music that is far superior to any that has gone
before. It could be that the great composers of the twentieth
century are Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Cole
Porter, Richard Rodgers and their like. But to compare these to
Carter, Crumb, Ligeti and Lutoslawski is like comparing apples to
baseballs. Popular music for the most part is not comparable to
serious or classical music.
Even though we may not like it, we must continue to
include contemporary dassical music in our symphony concert
programs. We must continue to do so even though such music may
not come up to the great music of the past. Were we to confine our
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symphony concerts to the music
their contemporar ies, concert atte
business, and the grea t music of
altogether. This would be a tragedy.;
" lQeec.
The question is then where
music lie? The Experimentalists of ~
failed to give us music that is trul y grea
before. Dissonan ce, impressionis m, a
neoclassicism all have their place but
answer. Let us hope that some fut ure ge......-=~..r;
device that will enable them to give us
greater than that of the eighteenth and nine·---..... c:ew.:a::ri:es..
hope indeed!

and
dull
lost

s

And now, one may ask, who a m
to be making such profound judgment. I p
and am told that I sing off key. I am no ju
a performance is technically good or bad.
little, knowledge of musical structure or t h
Therefore , who am I to evaluate?
love music and, after having listened dlscc" "- more than seventy years, my opinion of wha- "
music should have some worth. Accordingi;
with which I opened this paper: The music CO·~Xl5;e::
century, while far from being worthless, does
of that of the two centuries that preceded i

Roger
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The Charms of Music

When I was a sophomore in high school, our family
acquired two objects which came to be related. One was a V-disc
which had been smuggled out of navy hands. V-discs were extra large
78 rpm records made for the armed forces during World War II. The
V-disc in question was valued chiefly for one band, which contained a
song by Spike Jones entitled The Danube Isn't Blue, It's Green. The
only words I now remember from the piece went as follows:
Though the blueberry looks a little purple,
And your maple syrup looks a little murple,
Don't believe what you have heard or you have seen,
For the Danube isn't blue, it's green.
1 was recently told it was brown.
During the period when the record was being played
repetitively, we acquired the second object, a new-born puppy, which
we named Josephine. Josephine was half chow, half something else,
perhaps labrador retriever. She had the reddish brown color and
curled tail of a chow. Her hair, however, was straight, her body
eventually longer and leaner than a chow, and her head like that of a
labrador. She had a generally playful and friendly, un-chow-like
temperament.
Josephine's geographical beliefs were warped by hearing
the V-disc so often at an early age. She uncritically accepted Spike
Jones' picture of the European river. Consequently, she developed a
strong dislike for Johann Strauss' Blue Danube waltz. That was
unfortunate because the Strauss composition eventually supplanted
the V-disc in frequency of performance.
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The substitution came a
From first grade through high school, I _
~essons". In the latter years of that per"
mstructlOn, not because she had any hope - _
at that instrument, but because she nee
her "ensemble." The ensemble was made
included a few pianists, a number of vio ' player nnd me. Our theme song was a si n ........:;;,.,l= ......~,n.-
Da~ube. M'y br.other, sister and I had to pre whlch we dId WIth enforced regularity.
.
. It was not long before Josephine beI::c::::::e
havmg to hsten so often to a composition whi
,~.,,....,. .......
as descriptively false, but also as profoun
adolescence, she invented a contrapuntal
accompany the music.
As she advance<: sophistication, the moan gained melodic comple
sharp changes in pitch to create dissonance and
sense of surprise. Her volume range grew to inc
pianissimo to climactic crescendos of the so
Russia at the time as proletarian realism and .
hOWling.
Josephine also learned to accompan y ~r<:II"
instruments. One of her favorites was an upstairs
was slightly warped so that it would stay latched ~
seconds and then would spring open. The closet
inside air pressure did not cushion the door
closed. Josephine learned that she could sit a ...."""' ....,;;:;
closet, slam the door shut, wai t for it to spring
the process. Because the door had a natural ~-..,.,.~~
was unable to bring the timing of the slams
:;:"~¥"I:r~~
Strauss waltz tempo. But, since her sense of r
f2.!s:.":lD'lKn
contemporary, she was never bothered by tha
Actually, Josephine usualJy
instrument of the door after she had perf•.,..-;;=......-.
When downstairs, she liked to pick up her me
it against the kitchen floor. She was par u·.~......,..
was full of water when she began to pla y.
like a kettledrum, the pitch of which co
out the water. The dish had greater r
door; but, as implied by the previous re
proper use of that advantage . She poun
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proportion to the intensity of her irritation, rather than in reference
to anything the piano, violin or cello was doing. Upstairs, Josephine
made use of shoes as a substitute for the water dish. It took her
nearly two years, however, to discover that a louder thump could be
obtained by holding the toe of the shoe in her teeth and knocking the
heel against the floor rather than vice versa.
It was possible to play the Blue Danube in the face of
moaning or shoe pounding by Josephine. But either Strauss or sanity
eventually had to succumb as Josephine escalated toward the full
vocal and percussive orchestration of her major composition, The
Great Portal of the Closet.
Therefore, except for occasional
demonstrations for interested friends, we always sacrificed Strauss
and retained sanity.
Josephine's most memorable Blue Danube performance
occurred in connection with a group to which my mother belonged
named, simply, the Sewing Circle.
In those days, socks which
developed holes were darned instead of thrown away. Most women
had what was called a darning basket, which was always filled with
socks needing repair. The Sewing Circle consisted of about a dozen
women from a two or three block area who met on Wednesday
afternoons. One of the members read aloud while the others darned.
The afternoon ended with light refreshments, occasionally preceded
by entertainment. The entertainment option was introduced mainly
to accommodate Mrs. Thuselda Reeves, a widow of about sixty-five,
who had been a fair pianist in earlier years, and who erroneously
imagined herself to be even better in her maturity than she had been
in her youth. Mrs. Reeves liked to play for the Sewing Circle and
usually did so whenever the group met at a house with a piano. Our
worn upright, with one missing ivory and the two top notes which
could not be tuned, sui ted her well.
One Wednesday in March of 1945, the Sewing Circle met
at ~ur house. My mother felt a certain apprehension when, after a
perIod of darning, Mrs. Reeves announced that she had prepared a
medley of Viennese waltzes which she hoped the ladies would find
agre eable.
Though the ladies did not commit themselves to
predictions about whether they would or would not, Mrs. Reeves
moved from her chair beside the piano to the piano bench and began.
A rendition of Wiener Blut was received with polite
applause. When the third of the introductory slow notes of the Blue
Danube rang out, there was a warning moan from upstairs, which only
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my mother detected. As Mrs. Reev
melody, the moaning became noticeable
began which some of the women foun d
to slam, they looked at my mothe
suggested that something should be done
Mrs. Reeves.

famili ar
ping
began
S ongl y
terred

The door slammed six times.
Then, to the relief of the other ladies and
the noise unaccountably stopped. Two wal
appeared, silently and rapidly descending
momentarily on the final step to analyze
room. Then, loping to the chair vacated by
into it, and from there to the top of the pi
takes to tell, she established a solid, sitting pc:s.r.:a:;
definitive critique of Strauss. It was a super
starting at about middle C, rising continuo
volume for two and a half octaves and then f al "
died out. The clarity of tone, vibratto and
flawless.
Mrs. Reeves rose on Josephine's wings _
precisely, she shot upward from the piano ben
Josephine's head and flew backwards, all with no "-part. During the flight, she tried to imitate Josep "
result was quite painful musically. All she coul
collection of staccato yelps at random pitches, m
register.
She landed in the arms of my mother, who ha
anticipa tion of some unusual movement of Josephine
ready for the unusual movement of Mrs. Reeves. Mother
Reeves onto the davenport where she half sat, half lay, ~ tt
squeaks. Meanwhile, Josephine descended from the pI "
with much tail wagging three ladies who~ she knew; u_~.;:.
Reeves' hand, turning an incipient squeak mto a screech;
mother a look of moral righteousness; and ambled back up
Mrs. Reeves eventually recovered, in part by ha .
of brandy instead of a cup of coffee with her afternoon c~.
ever asked her how many un played waltzes .were part ~f
medley, nor did she perform the medley agam. It was,. m c-a year before she returned to playing for the Sewmg

ere

the
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never again at our house.
distance from our piano.

She always kept a maximum possible

Josephine grew to old age without mellowing in he r
musical opinions. When she died, we buried her in the back yard wit h
her head lying on the Spike Jones V-disc. Though it has been fiftee n
years since the house was sold and the family dispersed to all parts 0
the country, I suppose that the V-disc is still there. And probably its
grooves are filled with soil which once was Josephine.

Rollin Workman
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You Had Better Believe It

During the 1740's, Nathaniel Dixy owned a farm of some
forty acres near the northern end of Manhattan Island in the Colony
of New York. With the aid of six Negro slaves, since slavery was
practiced in the North to a limited extent at that time, he worked his
land raising wheat, barley and rye in an effort to eke out a living for
his wife, two children, his slaves and himself. The soil was thi n,
rocky and of poor quality, and the climate at best unce rtain. Though
he worked diligently and drove his slaves hard, he found it difficult t o
make ends meet.
The year 1751 was particularly disastrous.
Drought,
blight and ematiated soil all contrived to wipe out almost his entire
crop. He declared it was time to quit. He was fortunate in findin g
someone willing to purchase his farm for a good price -- to be used
for som e illicit operation, it was rumored - - who knows? Nathaniel
Dixy then moved his family to New York City at the southern end of
the island, where he boarded them with relatives. He then procure d
passage for himself and his six slaves on a ship bound for Charleston,
South Carolina. Arriving at his destination, he marched his six slave s
up to the town square where it· chanced that a slave auction was in
progress at the time and offered his six slaves for sale.
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Reginald Dunbarton was the
plantation in the hinterland where i
com petent supervisor he concentrated
rice, though he grew some tobacco a nd a .
bother with cotton as unprofitable, since
yet been invented. Six of his slaves had
to replace them. He found the six offerin
fine specimens and decided to buy the lot, o,~F.-;The transaction was completed.
on the next ship for New York. Upon his arc-"
for his family and invested the balance of the ~~~3
of his farm and his slaves in a small printing &AO~,=~
be a successful enterprise right from the start.
continued to keep the presses rolling profita bly
occupied New York for several years
Revolution.
While Nathaniel Dixy prospered, the fate
slaves was quite different. Although Reginald D 1IlOe::;;~
fair in the treatment of his slaves and his overseer
---not too harsh as overseers go, in fact he did not
hard as Nathaniel Dixy had, still the six found So
their liking. The winters were cold and damp, and
rains had rendered the roads fully impassable, so
months the plantation was without contact with the
supplies were limited. The slave quarters were of f "
which freely let in the penetrating cold, and in t he ~-.~ ~""l~:xxj
was scarce. While in the north the winters had bee;
slave quarters had been of stouter construction
been an ample supply of firewood to provide
during the coldest winters the slaves had been r
Not so in the south.
But if they found the winters to
mers
they found to be unbearable . The heat and h
beyond words. The rice paddys and swamplan affocded a manelous
breeding ground for mosquitos, which descended upon ~ poor
workers literally in clouds, and there as no protection 0 he had
against their onslaught. One can hardl y ariel at the unhappy state
in which these slaves found themselve s.
One day when the heat was particularl y oppressive, one of
the former Manhattan residents pa used d ring hi s labors and, leaning
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upon his hoe and wiping the sweat from his brow, he uttered a
pla.i~tive cry! "Oh to be in Dixy's land." Another, quickly picking up
the idea, walled sorrowfully, "I wish I was in Dixy's land" and then a
third, "Dixy's land so far, far away." Soon the other three joined in
and t~e six of. th,em improvised an African dirge expressing their
yearnIng for Dixy s land and their life on upper Manhattan Island.
The mournful melodies and the strange rhythms that evolve d
a~pealed to the other slaves on the Dunbarton plantation who took up
with the chant with a few variations of their own. The slaves on
?ther plantations picked up their weird wail until in time it was bein g
intoned all over the state of South Carolina. As the years passed, it
spread all over the south land. While the rhythm and melody might
vary slightly from place to place, the idea of Dixy's land, which was
soon simplifie d to Dixieland, always remained.
None of the slaves had the slightest idea where Dixieland
was. The original six from the north were long since dead, and the y
had only the foggiest notion of where they had been. The slave s
probably thought that Dixieland was some sort of heaven. In an y
case, as they went through their daily oppressive labors, the
expression in song of their yearning for some place called Dixieland
seemed to make their hard lives more endurable. The song which had
been working its way across the land gave them a small ray of hope.
In 1859, more than one hundred years after the exodus
from Manhattan Island, Daniel Decatur Emmett, the most eminent
composer of Negro spirituals after Stephen Foster, picked. up the
mournful Negro dirge about Dixie and, giving it a much hapPIer t~ne
but retaining the Dixie motii, converted it int? ~ snappy. and mOVing
song for white folks. He did not know where Dixie was el ther, and ~o
he placed it in the deep south, "the land of cotton." He corn posed 1t
specifically for Dan Bryant's Minstrels as a walk ar~und or da~ce.
Just as in the case of the Negro chant, Dan Emmett 5 son~ r~pldl.y
took hold. Throughout the entire southland everyone was Slnging 1t
and dancing to it.
In the War Between the States which was to follow
shortly, Dan Emmett's song became the unofficial national anthem
for the Confederacy. The lines "In Dixieland I'll take my stand; I'll
live and die for Dixie" gave it a sort of patriotic overtone. Its
composer was a northerner and a rabid abolitionist, and when he saw
the use to which his song had been put, he was sorry he had ever
written it. Incidentally, the music for the Battle Hymn of the
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Republic was composed by William Steffe, a southerner from South
Carolina.
But where is Dixie?
Contrary to popular belief, it is 'lot ose states that lie
to the south of the Mason-Dixon Line. It certainly is not that area
around New Orleans where, because of
French influence, ten
dollar bills are referred to as dixies. Nor is it Dan Em mett's deep
south. It is not even the shallow south.
Where is Dixie?
If you drive north upon the New Jerse y Turnpike, you will
come to Interstate Route 95, which will ta ke you over the George
Washington Bridge. When you have crossed the George Washington
Bridge, you will be on the northern end of Manhattan Island, and then,
and only then, will you really be in Dixieland.

You had better believe it!

Roger W. Clark

